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Tintswalo Atlantic is situated only a pebbles throw from the majestic shoreline of the Atlantic Ocean.  It is the only
Boutique hotel within the Table Mountain National Park. The Park is recognised globally for its extraordinarily rich, 
diverse and unique fauna and flora. With rugged cliffs, steep slopes and sandy flats, Table Mountain National Park is a 
truly remarkable natural, scenic, historical, cultural and recreational asset both locally and internationally. 

Nowhere else in the world does an area of such spectacular beauty and such rich bio-diversity exist offering ultimate 
privacy yet almost entirely within a metropolitan area, the thriving and cosmopolitan city of Cape Town.
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Congratulations on choosing Tintswalo Atlantic as your potential wedding venue.  We are truly one of the most unique 
and exclusive venues available on the Atlantic Seaboard. Your wedding with us will not only be the most romantic and 
most memorable day in your life, but also that of your guests.

Tintswalo Atlantic is nestled at the base of the breath-taking Chapman’s Peak, within the Table Mountain National Park, 
it is the only lodge on the water’s edge of the Atlantic Ocean.  With unsurpassed views, Tintswalo Atlantic provides a 
unique and romantic setting and offers guests the opportunity to experience absolute tranquility while enjoying our 
understated elegance and style. The Main Deck, Pool Deck and Lodge are located at the foot of the mountain and have 
the most exquisite and commanding view of the bay and iconic Sentinel peak. 

What sets us apart from most wedding venues, is our flexibility with set ups and wedding arrangements. We know that 
every bride or groom dreams of heir wedding day being beautiful and perfect, together we will make sure that dream 
is realised.

Combining the magnificence of the surrounding ocean and mountain, Tintswalo Atlantic remains one of the Cape’s 
most glorious wedding backdrops, an effortlessly beautiful venue for intimate ceremonies and receptions. 

Weddings at Tintswalo Atlantic are treated with personal care and interest, with the bridal couple’s deepest wish-
es at heart. General Manager, Melissa du Rand and Jeantelle van Staden will take care of each and every detail
leading up to the wedding day, putting brides’ and wedding planners’ minds at rest. 

You will simply fall in love with Tintswalo Atlantic, it is naturally beautiful and peaceful, perfect for such a special day. 
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Package 1

The lodge is perfect for intimate wedding celebrations. 
Intimate package available for parties no larger than 6 guests, thereafter please see one of our other packages.
Our Lamu suite with grand balcony is perfect for your private and memorable ceremony. A welcome platter and bubbly 
will be served while you prepare for the day. Spend the evening in a luxury Island Suite with a romantic dinner for two, 
followed by a delicious breakfast on your first morning of being a newlywed.

R17 500 (1 May - 31 August 2018)  R22 500 (1 Sept 2018 - 30 April 2019)
R19 500 (1 May - 31 August 2019)  R24 500 (1 Sept 2019 - 30 April 2020)
*Special rates offered on any additional suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package.

Wedding Package Inclusions:
• One nights’ accommodation for two, in your luxury island suite
• Return airport transfers for two
• Selection of 3 canapes and a glass of bubby for 8 guests
• All service equipment and furniture for the reception and ceremony
• Draped wedding arch
• Wedding day coordination
• Tintswalo furniture, Tintswalo décor, Tintswalo candles 
• Special rates offered for all suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package
• All staffing till midnight
• Wedding meal for the couple
• Décor set up from 12h00
• Check in from 14h00
• Check out at 11h00

Exclusions:
• Wedding meal for all other guests. Dinner R830 per guest, Canapes and 5 course. Lunch R590 per guest, 4 Course
• All beverages.  Bar closes at 1am
• 10% Staff gratuity of the final food and bar bill 
• Corkage and R350 per guest bar estimate (adjusted the morning of check out)
• Décor specially requested to be brought in
• Professional flowers not included in the package, but florists can be recommended to quote
• All outsourced suppliers like musicians, hair and make-up. Please note music needs to be subtle as the lodge is not 

exclusively reserved
• Any specially selected linens not included in the package
• Any kitchen rental for outside caterers– if applicable (R14 500)
• R4500 per hour for staffing after midnight
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Package 2

The lodge is perfect for this intimate wedding celebration, with only your closest friends and family. 
This option is available for parties no larger than 18 guests. 
You have the choice of using either the Atlantic Villa or the Lamu Island Suite. 
The Villa offers sweeping views over the bay, whereas Lamu has the waves crashing at your feet. 
Both suites have two bedrooms and allow for lovely preparation space while enjoying a welcome platter for four, 
as well as accommodation for four guests to stay over on the wedding evening, with breakfast.

R46 500 (1 May - 31 August 2018)  R58 500 (1 Sept 2018 - 30 April 2019)
R50 500 (1 May - 31 August 2019)  R64 500 (1 Sept 2019 - 30 April 2020)
*Special rates offered on any additional suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package.

Wedding Package Inclusions:
• One nights’ accommodation for four guests
• Return airport transfers for four
• Selection of 3 canapes and a glass of bubby for 20 guests
• All service equipment and furniture for the reception and ceremony
• Draped wedding arch
• Wedding day coordination
• Early check in from 12h00 for the couple to prepare
• Tintswalo furniture, Tintswalo décor, Tintswalo candles 
• Special rates offered for all suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package
• All staffing till midnight
• Wedding meal for the couple
• Décor set up from 12h00
• Check in from 12h00
• Check out at 11h00

Exclusions:
• Wedding meal for all other guests. Dinner R830 per guest, Canapes and 5 course. Lunch R590 per guest, 4 Course
• All beverages.  Bar closes at 1am
• 10% Staff gratuity of the final food and bar bill 
• Corkage and R350 per guest bar estimate (adjusted the morning of check out)
• Décor specially requested to be brought in
• Professional flowers not included in the package, but florists can be recommended to quote
• All outsourced suppliers like musicians, hair and make-up. Please note music needs to be subtle as the lodge is not 

exclusively reserved
• Any specially selected linens not included in the package
• Any kitchen rental for outside caterers– if applicable (R14 500)
• R4500 per hour for staffing after midnight
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Package 3

This package is perfect for an intimate wedding offering exclusive use of the lodge and all 12 suites. 
One Day Wedding package available for parties up to 60 guests.

R145 500 (1 May 2018 - 31 August 2018)  R253 500 (1 Sept 2018 - 30 April 2019)
R180 500 (1 May 2018 - 31 August 2019)  R280 500 (1 Sept 2019 - 30 April 2020)

Day 1 - Pre-Wedding: 
The night prior to your wedding day, our gorgeous Tintswalo Villa is perfect for a relaxed dinner and some 
pre-wedding preparations.
• It accommodates four guests overnight. The next morning enjoy breakfast and Mimosa while taking in the 
       sweeping views of the Sentinel.

Day 2 - Wedding Day: 
Set up with delivery of décor and florals from 12h00
• An additional 20 guests checking in from 14h00 to the 10 beautiful Island Suites will be welcomed with                                       

welcome cocktails
• A dry snack platter delivered to all suites, for guests to enjoy while preparing for the event
• Breakfast for 24 guests served till 10h00 on check out day
• Check out at 11h00

Inclusions:
• One nights’ accommodation in the Tintswalo Villa for four guests the night prior to the wedding. Perfect for the 

girls to prepare in on the wedding day.
• The Tintswalo Villa (sleeps 4) and all 10 luxury island suites (accommodates 2 guests each) on the wedding night
• Return airport transfers for four
• Family style dinner for four guests staying over the night prior to the wedding
• Breakfast for four guests on the wedding day
• Dry snack platters in all the suites to enjoy while preparing for the ceremony
• All service equipment and furniture for the reception and ceremony
• Draped wedding arch
• Ceremony furniture set up
• Reception tables and chairs
• Wedding day coordination
• Tintswalo furniture, Tintswalo décor, Tintswalo candles 
• Entrance floral arrangement
• Special rates offered for all suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package
• No noise restrictions when booking an exclusive takeover package such as this one, allowing for a fabulous party
• All staffing till midnight
• Wedding meal for the couple
• Décor set up from 14h00 on the day prior to the wedding
• Check in from 12h00 for all wedding guests
• Check out at 11h00
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Exclusions:
• Wedding meal for all other guests. Various menu suggestions available.
• All beverages.  Bar closes at 1am
• 10% Staff gratuity of the final food and bar bill. 
• Corkage and R350 per guest bar estimate (adjusted the morning of check out)
• Décor specially requested to be brought in
• Professional flowers not included in the package, but florists can be recommended to quote
• All outsourced suppliers like musicians, hair and make-up. Please note music needs to be subtle as the lodge            

is not exclusively reserved
• Any specially selected linens not included in the package
• Any kitchen rental for outside caterers– if applicable (R14 500)
• R4500 per hour for staffing after midnight
• R10 000 breakages deposit. All breakages charged at replacement value
• Fairy Light package - R3850

Package 3 (Cont.)
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Package 4

This two-day package is perfect for a magnificent destination wedding available for parties no larger than 120 guests.
This package accommodates a sit down wedding of up to 100 guests, or a cocktail party of up to 120 guests. 
In winter months, a sit down wedding up to 70 guests and a cocktail party up to 90 guests.

R196 500 (1 May - 31 August 2018)   R320 500 (1 Sept 2018 - 30 April 2019)
R216 500 (1 May - 31 August 2019)    R350 500 (1 Sept 2019 - 30 April 2020)

Day 1- Pre-Wedding Day:
• This is designed to be the Set-up day with exclusive use of the lodge from 14h00
• Set up and delivery of décor and florals from 12h00
• All guests checking in to the 10 beautiful Island Suites and the Tintswalo Atlantic Villa will be welcomed with                    

welcome cocktails. The lodge offers accommodation for 24 guests 
• In order to allow for the wedding, set up, complimentary transfers using our 2 H1 – 8 seater vehicles are offered 

to a local restaurant of your choice

Day 2 - Wedding Day: 
• A perfect start for the bridal party, with brunch for 8 served in the bridal suite accompanied by sparkling wine
• Breakfast for 10 Island suites (20 guests) in the main lounge or room service
• A light finger platter lunch is served room service per suite

Day 3 -Departure Day: 
• Relaxed breakfast served for 24 guests on check out day
• Check out at 11h00

Inclusions:
• Two nights’ accommodation in the Tintswalo Villa for four guests. Perfect for the girls to prepare in on the              

wedding day
• Two nights’ accommodation in 10 luxury island suites (accommodates 2 guests each) on the wedding night
• Return airport transfers for four
• Complimentary transfers using our 2 H1 – 8 seater vehicles are offered to a local restaurant of your choice
• Breakfast for all stayover guests daily
• Light finger platter lunch in all the suites to enjoy while preparing for the ceremony
• All service equipment and furniture for the reception and ceremony
• Draped wedding arch
• Ceremony furniture set up
• Reception tables and chairs
• Wedding day coordination
• Tintswalo furniture, Tintswalo décor, Tintswalo candles 
• Entrance floral arrangement
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Inclusions: (Cont.)
• Special rates offered for all suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package
• No noise restrictions when booking an exclusive takeover package such as this one, allowing for a            

fabulous party
• All staffing till midnight
• Wedding meal for the couple
• Décor set up from 14h00 on the day prior to the wedding
• Check in from 14h00 for all wedding guests
• Check out at 11h00

Exclusions:
• Wedding meal for all other guests. Various menu suggestions available.
• All beverages.  Bar closes at 1am
• 10% Staff gratuity of the final food and bar bill. 
• Corkage and R350 per guest bar estimate (adjusted the morning of check out)
• Décor specially requested to be brought in
• Professional flowers not included in the package, but florists can be recommended to quote
• All outsourced suppliers like musicians, hair and make-up. Please note music needs to be subtle as the 

lodge is not exclusively reserved
• Any specially selected linens not included in the package
• Any kitchen rental for outside caterers– if applicable (R14 500)
• R4500 per hour for staffing after midnight
• R10 000 breakages deposit. All breakages charged at replacement value
• Fairy Light package - R3 850

Package 4 (Cont.)
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Package 5

This three-day package is perfect for a magnificent destination wedding available for parties no larger than 130 guests.
This package accommodates a sit down wedding of up to 100 guests, or a cocktail party of up to 130 guests. 
In winter months, a sit down wedding up to 70 guests and a cocktail party up to 90 guests.

R289 500 (1 May - 31 August 2018)  R430 500 (1 Sept 2018 - 30 April 2019)
R310 500 (1 May - 31 August 2019)   R475 500 (1 Sept 2019 - 30 April 2020)
   
Day 1: Pre-Wedding Day:
This is our designated set up day with exclusive use of the lodge from 14h00
• Set up and delivery of décor and florals from 12h00
• All guests checking in to the 10 beautiful Island Suites and the Tintswalo Atlantic Villa will be welcomed with                 

welcome cocktails. The lodge offers accommodation for 24 guests 
• In order to allow for the wedding set up, complimentary transfers using our 2 H1 – 8 seater vehicles are offered                   

to a local restaurant of your choice

Day 2 - Wedding Day: 
• A perfect start for the bridal party, with brunch for 8 served in the bridal suite accompanied by sparkling wine
• Breakfast for 10 Island suites (20 guests) in the main lounge or room service
• A light finger platter lunch is served room service per suite
• This package includes the wedding meal. The chef will design it around your preferences. It includes a selection of 

4 canapes and a three course plated set dinner

Day 3 - Rest and Recovery Day:
• Light continental buffet breakfast served at kitchen pass from 8am to 10am
• Family style lunch/ braai served for 24 guests.
• Complimentary transfers to a local restaurant of your choice. 2 x H1 - 8 seaters

Day 4 - Check-Out:
• Breakfast for 24 guests on check out day
• Check out at 11h00

Wedding Package Inclusions:
• Three nights’ accommodation in the Tintswalo Villa for four guests. Perfect for the girls to prepare in on the wed-

ding day
• Three nights’ accommodation in 10 luxury island suites (accommodates 2 guests each) on the wedding night
• Return airport transfers for four
• Complimentary transfers using our 2 H1 – 8 seater vehicles are offered to a local restaurant of your choice
• Breakfast for all in house guests daily
• Wedding Meal, consisting of selection of 4 canapes and a three course meal
• Lazy lunch or braai on the day after the wedding for all stay over guests
• Light finger platter lunch in all the suites to enjoy while preparing for the ceremony on the wedding day
• All service equipment and furniture for the reception and ceremony
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Inclusions: (Cont.)
• Draped wedding arch
• Ceremony furniture set up
• Reception tables and chairs
• Fairy Light Package
• Wedding day coordination
• Tintswalo furniture, Tintswalo décor, Tintswalo candles 
• Entrance floral arrangement
• Special rates offered for all suites reserved adjacent to the wedding package
• No noise restrictions when booking an exclusive takeover package such as this one, allowing for                                     

a fabulous party
• All staffing till midnight
• Wedding meal for the couple
• Décor set up from 12h00 on the day prior to the wedding
• Check in from 14h00 for all wedding guests
• Check out at 11h00

Exclusions
• All meals not mentioned above
• All beverages.  Bar closes at 1am
• 10% Staff gratuity of the final food and bar bill, as well as R60 per wedding guest for the wedding meal 

service
• Corkage and R350 per guest bar estimate (adjusted the morning of check out)
• Décor specially requested to be brought in
• Professional flowers not included in the package, but florists can be recommended to quote
• All outsourced suppliers like musicians, hair and make-up. Please note music needs to be subtle as the 

lodge is not exclusively reserved
• Any specially selected linens not included in the package
• Any kitchen rental for outside caterers– if applicable (R14 500)
• R4500 per hour for staffing after midnight
• R10 000 breakages deposit. All breakages charged at replacement value

Tintswalo Past Weddings
Please have a look at the below links of weddings held in our lodge.  

Wedding Photographers (We have a list of photographers available)
Greg Lumley
Shanna Jones
Jilda G
Heathyr Huss

Wedding  Videos:
Shona & Scott
Sue & Jeff
David & Leyla
Nanette & Miguel
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We offer four venue options
When booking exclusivity of the lodge, the venues and schedule of events for your wedding is entirely up to you.

The Look Out Point  
A gorgeous 150m stroll away from the lodge. It has magical elevated views of the Atlantic Ocean and the Sentinel. 
Hosts ceremonies up to 130 guests.

The Pool Deck  
Created on the rocks at the base of Chapman’s Peak with the mountain on your right and the crashing waves on your 
left. It has a magical energy created by the mix of nature and wild ocean. Hosts ceremonies of up to 70 guests, 
thereafter a stage over the pool is needed at an additional charge.

The Main Lodge 
Offering the most incredible view of the sunset.  Our retractable pergola offers a perfect frame for chandeliers
and satin drapes. Also perfect for the Cape heat.

Elegant Dining Room 
Offers an interactive view of the kitchen. Designed with fold away doors, allowing the guests to
enjoy both the indoors and outdoors. 
Can host a seated dinner of up to 100 guests and a cocktail party of 130
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The Look Out Point  

The Lamu Deck - For the Two of Us

The Pool DeckThe Pool Deck

The Look Out Point  

The Look Out Point  
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The Pool Deck

Main Lodge Dining Room

Dining transformed into a Fairy Flower Forrest

The Pool Deck

The Pool Deck
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Your own personality should be reflected in your wedding menu, whether this be a breakfast, lunch, elegant braai or 
silver service dinner. Our Executive Chef will arrange a meeting with yourself and your partner to create your ideal
seasonal menu. Please feel free to ask for sample menus to get the creative juices flowing.

For a more formal, four course, sit down affair we are limited to 100 guests.
This is slightly flexible depending on the month you are planning of tying the knot.

Our chefs have created spectacular circulated cocktail styled menus, which continue to flow from arrival, throughout 
the evening to the grand finale of a midnight feast. For this style of service we are able to host up to one hundred and 
twenty guests, again flexible depending on the month of your wedding.

You have the option as to how you would like have the bar service run.  
This will be arranged with you in the planning stages of your wedding.
• We can offer an all inclusive bar
• Selected beverages only charged to the main tab
• Cash bar with selected beverages charged to the main tab
• Cash Bar only
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As you merge two worlds into one, begin your marvellous journey together with a secluded honeymoon getaway at 
Tintswalo Atlantic.  Our boutique luxury lodge offers personal service and intimate spaces to enjoy the company of your 
new life partner. To help you celebrate, we’ve compiled a recommended honeymoon itinerary for your enjoyment.
Cost is R6 500 per person (R13 000 per day) for the newly weds.

Arrival Day
• Bubbly on arrival
• Tintswalo gift on check-in
• Light lunch served in dining room or on the deck
• Pre-dinner Canapes at sunset
• Dinner: Romantic 5-course dinner

Second Day
• Room service breakfast served at your preferred time
• Please choose one of the following activities for day 2:
 -Table Mountain Excursion
 -Horse riding on Noordhoek beach
 -Wine tasting at a world-class wine farm in the area
 -Excursion to V&A Waterfront
• Dinner:  Optional Seafood Platter for two

Third Day
• Champagne breakfast/brunch
• Beach day on the warm sands of Llandudno Beach, we will pack a picnic basket and a bottle of house wine
• Couples massage, enjoyed in the privacy of your suite
• Complimentary return transfer to a Cape Town Restaurant of your choice. (Please allow us sufficient time to 
        call in advance to make a reservation)

Fourth Day
• 07H30: Coffee, pastries and a light breakfast served to your room
• 08h30: Guided walk through the mountainside and surrounding area. The gradient and time will be dependent on 

your fitness levels
• Light lunch served at the lodge, in venue of your choice
• Enjoy a romantic dinner

Fifth Day - Departure
• Check-out time is 11h00, following your last decadent breakfast with us
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Every suite is afforded the same hypnotising view, that of the magnificent Sentinel across the bay, and the vast 
Atlantic Ocean. Tintswalo Atlantic provides an environment that offers a time for stillness, calm and reflection in total 
privacy preparing for the big day.

The 2-Bedroom Luxury Suite - For the Pre-Wedding Ladies Bridal Party
This suite welcomes guests with a spacious entrance, which leads off to two separate full bedroom suites and a 
central shared lounge.  The suite is exclusive and private and is elevated above the lodge and other rooms.
A large expanded private deck stretches along the whole suite where guests can enjoy the magnificent view.
This Executive Suite is offered for the bride to get dressed and is spacious for the Hair & Make-up artists to prepare
and dress the bridal party.
Room service can be arranged where the bride-to-be and her guests can relax while passing time for the ceremony.

The Luxury Island Suites
All the suites are equipped with air conditioning, under floor heating, heated towel rails, wood-burning fireplaces
and decks all facing the ocean.
The lodge and suites are all located at the base of the Atlantic Ocean with waves breaking meters away.
All suites are linked to the main lodge by a raised boardwalk and are built out of wood and glass to ensure
harmony with the trees, surrounding fynbos and the reserve.

Each of the ten luxury suites are individually decorated to mirror the personality of ten beautiful Islands of the World, 
ensuring each guest an unique experience.  The bedrooms all have dramatic chandeliers hanging above over-sized king 
size beds and guests can step outside through huge glass sliding doors, leading out onto private deck.
Spacious, well-appointed en–suite bathrooms have double vanities, extra spacious showers and baths all facing
the magnificent views of The Atlantic.

The winter months are a romantic cozy experience where each suite has a crackling wood burning fireplace 
with warmth which adds an amazing ambience to the suites.
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Agreement and Deposits
All prices and quotes are not final until all the details of your wedding, catering,  beverages, alcohol,  accommodation 
and extras are finalised with the Tintswalo wedding planner and Chef.  

Deposits and Payments
Confirm Wedding Reservation Dates:
• A non-refundable deposit equal to 20% and a signed returned agreement will secure your reservation  
• Please refer to your agreement deposit schedule for additional payments due
• Remaining 80% of venue hire to be settled 4 months prior to the wedding date, this can be paid in installments
• All catering, food and extra charges as well as a bar estimate to be settled one month prior to your wedding day
• The menu and event details to be finalized a minimum of four weeks prior to the function 
• Any changes to the menu must be made no later than ten days prior to the event

The final invoice of extras, is due on the day of departure when all guests have checked out, extra meals, 
mini-bar (alcohol only), beverages, boutique items.

Guarantees
The final attendance count must be given to the Tintswalo wedding planner thirty days prior to the wedding.  
In the event that a guarantee is not provided thirty days prior to the wedding, the estimated guest count on the
initial agreement, banquet attendance number or the actual number of guests will apply, whichever is greater.

Cancellations
• The advanced deposit is non-refundable.  
• Any function cancelled less than 30 days prior to the event is subject to 100% payment of the total estimated cost  
• Refer to your agreement for cancellation dates and amounts

• Confirmation to 6 months of wedding date – 20% Cancellation
• Six months to three months before your wedding date – 50% cancellation of full venue hire
• 3 months to your wedding date – 100% cancellation of full venue hire

*Due to the popularity of Tintswalo Atlantic as a wedding venue and long waiting list, the cancellation policy
will be strictly adhered to by Management and the Owners of Tintswalo.
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Updated 6/2018

Wedding Reservations
Melissa du Rand
gmops@atlantic.tintswalo.com

Jeantelle van Staden
operationsmanager@atlantic.tintswalo.com

Tel  021 201 0025
gmops@atlantic.tintswalo.com

Central Reservations
Tel  011 300 8888
res2@tintswalo.com

Tintswalo Atlantic Direct
Tel  021 201 0025
reservations2@atlantic.tintswalo.com

Address
Chapman’s Peak Drive, Hout Bay, Cape Town
P.O. Box 26894, Hout Bay, 7872
South Africa 

www.tintswalo.com

Cape Point
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